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Review of the article titled "A case study of Kuroshio Extension Front: evolution, structure, diapycnal mixing and instability" by Wang et al. (MS #os-2020-10) Authors use
satellite sea surface temperature and sea surface height data products as well as in situ
observations of temperature, salinity and currents in the upper 500 m depth to study
various aspects of Kuroshio Extension Front. The use of observational data and an
attempt to conduct detailed analysis are notable features of this manuscript. However
this manuscript lacks the basic requirements for a publishable research article and in
its present form, I can only recommend rejecting the manuscript.
1) What is the main research question addressed in this manuscript? The lack of
a central research question or focus leaves this manuscript as just "notes" prepared
from an exploratory look at few datasets using few analysis methods. This is seen
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throughout the manuscript, right from the abstract to the conclusions. Every figure and
text describing figures just look like "show and tell" and authors do not provide any
physical explanations to any of the described features. Few examples are given below.
- "Front experience a process of stable-unstable-stable state": On Line.34 authors state
KEF exhibits different states on decadal time scales. Then on line 145-152, authors
say the stable-unstable-stable state can be seen in few weeks of SST gradient and SLA
data (Fig.1). Authors have not defined what they mean by stable and unstable state
and what time scale they refer to. What causes these states? What is the relevance of
these states to the current study?
- "Direct observations....indicates the steep upward slopes of the isopycnals tilt...."
(from Abstract). Lines 212-213–> "The intrusions have cross-frontal orientation are laterally coherent for up to O(10) km and their vertical thickness is approximately O(100)
m." Are these observed for the first time? What is the physical significance of this
observation? What mechanism is active here?
2) What is the new result on features, processes, or characterization of Kuroshio Extension or Kuroshio Extension Front brought forward by this study? When presenting
their analysis and what they see from their analysis, authors do not explain what was
already known and what is the new aspect/feature/result their analysis brings forward.
Without such a perspective, it is impossible to judge the significance of their analysis
and results and the merits of their study.
3) So, in its present form, it is difficult to provide any useful comments for revising this
manuscript into a publishable one. I strongly recommend the authors to follow the Jing
et al. (2016) (cited in this manuscript, and has used satellite data and field observations
like this study) paper as a reference, if they plan to revise this work in the future. For
each section, please follow a theme as explained below from Jing et al. (2016):
Abstract: a) Clearly state what is the central focus of the study (eg. seasonal thermal
fronts in the northern South China Sea). b) Major results (eg. seasonal variability of
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fronts, energetic coastal upwelling/downwelling, wind forcing). c) The broad implication
of results from this study (eg. importance of seasonal wind forcing in the shelf).
Introduction: a) Background (Major features of the study region like known seasonal
variability, circulation, physical/dynamical processes), b) What is missing from current
understanding (shelf thermal fronts and their association with seasonal winds)?, c)
What is the significance of field observations here?, d) Introduce present work with its
significance, major data sources, analysis methods, and explain how the rest of the
paper is organized.
Data and Methods: a) Present all relevant details about a data (source, spatial and
time resolution, data processing, data availability, data accuracy etc.), b) With field observations, show one dedicated figure with observations locations and major features
of the region (bathymetry, currents, SSH etc), c) When explaining analysis methods,
explain what a parameter measure and what mechanism/process/feature it helps to
understand in the current study (see Sec. 2.3 in Jing et al. 2016)
Results: a) Explain the analysis and provide its physical interpretation, b) Clearly state
the specific results from the current analysis, c) Explain whether the results agree
or disagree with previous studies, d) highlight the new results from the current analysis/study, e) The transition from one analysis/section to the next one by explaining what
aspect of the main scientific question is being explored in the current section.
Discussions: If there are any topics that warrant more discussion, please present it as
a separate discussion section.
Summary/Conclusions: a) Summarize your main research question, data, and methods used to address the question and the major findings here. b) Provide the broad
impact of the results from the current study and what aspect needs to be explored
further in the future.
In summary, the current manuscript just looks like an exploratory data analysis withC3

out any specific research objective. In order to make this a publishable one, authors
need to identify few research questions they can address using the available datasets,
present it with proper background, formulate the analysis methods and sequence to answer specific parts of the research question and present it in relation to what is known
already while highlighting the new results. I hope the comments given here will help to
transform this work into a publishable one in the future.
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